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Baradi Moletsane

within corporate exists for one primary purpose: “good
times”. My only wish is that people could understand that
marketing, when used correctly and efficiently, can help
elevate a business in so many ways. Marketing is the
doorway that allows companies to engage with their
customers effectively, additionally, marketing also works as
a tool that can help build a relationship between a business
and its customers.
It is important to understand that there are various
functions that fall under the umbrella of Marketing –
Customer Experience, Market Intel, Public Relations, Social
Media etc. that, when used sensibly, can really help position
a company well in the eyes of the public. My team and I
were excited to put this issue together as we believe

I developed a strategy for a Marketing
workshop early in 2019. Themed “The Day in
the Life of a Marketer” the purpose of the
workshop was to educate corporate staff about
the power of marketing within corporate.
Needless to say, I did not get the opportunity to
roll it out due to vast changes within the
organisation that I had intended to introduce
the idea of the workshop to.
I’d like to believe that I have been in the
corporate space for a considerable amount of
time and I don’t know how many times I have
had to (not that I mind) educate young
professionals about what wonders a marketing
business unit or what marketers can do as a
support function of any business.
I was so tired of hearing comments such as
“you’re so lucky that you work in Marketing, I
hear you guys know how to party it up and have
a good time while some of us work tirelessly”, or
hearing about false misconceptions on how
marketers pop champagne on Fridays because
apparently, a marketing business unit

that it can work as a simplistic marketing toolkit for small
business owners and for those who want to learn more
about the fundmentals of marketing. It doesn’t end here –
to kickstart 2020 on a powerful note, we’ve teamed up with
Dale Hefer – Founder and CEO of the Nedbank IMC
Conference, as well as Khensani Nobanda, who is the
Group Executive of Marketing and Corporate Affairs at
Nedbank.
Essentially, these marketing extraordinaires are working
together in order to spread the word about what Marketing
can do for brands/businesses. With the philosophy
“Marketing is Business”, The Nedank IMC Conference
seeks to connect marketers and promote the business case
for marketing.
Without giving it all away, I’d like to encourage you to visit
the
The
Nedank
IMC
Conference
site
on:
imcconference.com, for more information on what the
conference has to offer, over and above the issue.
To my startupAFRICA friends and family, a warm welcome
to 2020 and happy reading!
Doesn’t it feel good to be in the new
year?
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DALE HEFER AND
KHENSANI NOBANDA
MAKING ROOM FOR MARKETING AT THE BOARDROOM TABLE
BY BARADI MOLETSANE

I ’ve been so eager for my t eam
and I t o put t oget her an i ssue
t hat focuses on t he t heme “The
P ower of Mar k et i ng”.
Thr oughout my 20s, I ’ve spent a
coupl e of year s i n C or por at e SA,
havi ng t o educat e ( not t hat I
mi nd) young cor por at e
pr ofessi onal s about t he
i mpor t ance of mar k et i ng and
how mar k et i ng t ool s ar en’t j ust a
“ni ce-t o-have” wi t hi n a busi ness.
P ar t of my mi ssi on t o educat e
came fr om bei ng t i r ed of hear i ng
my fel l ow col l eagues ( fr om
var i ous busi ness uni t s) t r i vi al i se
t he r ol e of t he mar k et i ng
di vi si on wi t hi n t he busi ness. And
so, when I was i nt r oduced t o

Dal e Hefer , who i s t he owner and
C EO of t he Nedbank I MC
C onfer ence, a best sel l i ng aut hor ,
and for mer busi nesswoman of
t he year – I k new I had t o mak e
t hi s happen. And why i s t hi s?
Dal e happened t o t i ck t he boxes
- wel l i nfor med and ambi t i ous,
our vi si on t o expose t he r eal
power of mar k et i ng was al i gned.
Dal e st ar t ed t hr ough-t he-l i ne
agency C hi l l i bush fr om a
subur ban gar age i n 1998. The
agency was r ank ed a t op
t hr ee Sout h Afr i can agency by
Fi nweek and t he Fi nanci al Mai l .
She sol d C hi l l i bush
i n 2014 at a t i me i t was bi l l i ng i n
excess of R 100m per year .

During her time running the agency,
Dale was a finalist in the Ernst and
Young Global Emerging Entrepreneur
awards as well as in South Africa’s
Most
Empowered
Females
in
Government and Business Awards.
She was also SA Businesswoman of the
Year.
With her passion to continue exposing
the real power of marketing, she wrote
the critically acclaimed and bestselling
marketing book “From Witblits to
Vuvuzelas – Marketing in the New
South Africa”. The Sunday Times
reviewed the book saying “There is
something special about reading an
uncompromisingly South African book
that could take its place with the best
of
its
genre
on
international
bookshelves”.
Andy Rice described it as a book that
has “Done the industry a service,”
while Jeremy Maggs says that it’s
“Well worth the read”.
In 2018, Dale bought the Integrated
Marketing Conference (IMC) – a top
marketing conference that was
originally launched in 2010. In 2019
she re-launched it in partnership with
naming sponsor – Nedbank. The 2019
Nedbank IMC Conference was themed
“Marketing Gets Naked. It’s about the
bottom line”. The conference was sold
out a month in advance with over 650
delegates.

With Nedbank now playing a vital role
in the conference, it seemed natural to
source a few words of wisdom from
Khensani Nobanda, Group Executive
Marketing and Corporate Affairs for
Nedbank. Like Dale, Khensani firmly
believes that marketing is business
and that it deserves a place at the
boardroom table.
Why do you think it was important for
Nedbank to partner with the IMC
Conference?
Khensani: We bought into Dale’s
vision as the IMC journey is one that is
familiar to us. It aligns with our
passion to innovate as a way of
ensuring that the marketing function
maintains and grows its relevance as a
key competitive component and
strategic enabler of any business. We
are very happy that the conference is
presented in association with MASA
and endorsed by the IAB SA. One of
our key objectives in partnering with
the IMC is to generate credible
thought leadership. These associations
definitely entrench the credibility of
the conference.
What inspired you to establish The
Nedbank IMC conference?
Dale: I didn’t establish the conference;
it was established in 2010. I bought
the IMC Conference in 2018 and
re-launched it in 2019 as the Nedbank
IMC Conference. Happily, it was sold
out a month in advance and was twice
the size of any preceding IMC
Conference. Please see our website at
this
link
for
the
chronology
https://imcconference.com/company/

And what have you learnt throughout
the journey?
Dale: Since buying and re-launching
the conference I have learnt the
following;
African marketers are sick of sales
pitches and death by PowerPoint at
conferences;
Furthermore, they prefer one day
of hard-hitting and compelling
presentations from industry leaders
rather than a conference spread
over several days;
The youth in the industry need a
stronger voice, a voice that holds
weight and can inspire and teach.
I have also learnt that marketing still
needs to take up its rightful place at
the boardroom table. Corporate
professionals tend to see it as the poor
cousin, which is unfortunate because
when marketing is used efficiently, it
has the power to elevate any business.
My trademark is Marketing is
Business™. I am on a mission to prove
this!
Why do you think Marketing is crucial
in business?
Dale: Simply put, I believe it is the
engine room of business.
Can you name one of, or perhaps a
few items that we can look forward
to?
Dale: Our keynote is being presented
by
marketing
legend
Fernando
Machado.
Fernando is the Global
Chief Marketing Officer for Burger
King and has been making waves in the
industry.

Fernando is flying in from Miami for
the day. The agenda incorporates 18
renowned industry players and our
MC for the day is Joe Public boss Pepe
Marais. We will also be awarding the
2020 Nedbank IMC Bursaries.

What is one of the biggest challenges
that you faced working
on the conference?
Dale:
People’s
perception
of
conferences in SA.
Boring, longwinded and PowerPoint driven.

What plans do you have for the
conference in the near future?
Dale: To get it to 1000 delegates by
2021.
Khensani: We are fully aligned with
Dale’s mission to uplift the youth
within the industry.
In 2019 we
streamed the conference live on
Facebook – a first of its kind. With
future conferences, we plan on
continuing to make this valuable
thought leadership available to all –
even if they can’t afford to attend on
the day.

And lastly, brief but powerful words
of advice on Marketing for small
business owners…
Dale: Make marketing central to your
business. No matter how small your
operation – even if it is just one person
– focus on building your brand from
day one. Set sales and marketing goals
and measure them as you go. Be
curious. Research actively. And never
forget to have fun with your
marketing. Although it is a critical
business imperative, it is also a field
where you can really be creative!

19 MARCH 2020
THE GALLERIA, SANDTON, JOHANNESBURG
Marketing still doesn’t sit with the grown ups
around the Boardroom Table. Why?

AT THE NEDBANK IMC 2020, 16 SPEAKERS WILL BE WORKING UP A SWEAT TO SHOW
WHAT WORKS. AND WHAT DOESN’T.
• 16 Speakers, one day
• International keynote – Fernando Machado, Global CMO Burger King;
• Ted Talk format – no death by power point;
• No sales pitches
THE 2019 CONFERENCE WAS SOLD OUT.
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IMA PETER
2020 VISION
a brand’s guide to
surviving the new year

In 2020 we will face new challenges as well as the
same old ones. Brands will want to generate buzz, by
being provocative but avoid the backlash of stepping
that one step too far over the line.
So here’s the challenge: Organic reach is falling and
attention spans are shrinking, but video content is
booming. So far we have seen, Social media,
Reputation Management and Content Marketing
continue to dominate, but can your brand do
the same in 2020?

2020 the year of true interactive content
(Gamification amplified)
Yes, content is king, but consumers are now
drowning in content, and with shorter attention
spans, how do you expect to capture the consumer’s
attention? 2020 will be the year to see more
augmented/virtual reality, gamified quizzes and polls,
online events and shop-able posts.

Here are 5 tips to hitch your brand-wagon firmly
onto 2020

Storytelling can’t be your only online focus for your
content in 2020. It has to be interactive to succeed in
keeping your customers engaged. If you don’t do it,
your competitors will.

2020 the year of Trust

Content Marketing takes its place in 2020

There is an ongoing battle for trust, as consumers are
skittish and sceptical of brands, and this has damaged
many businesses' bottom line. One report even
estimated that brands lose around $2.5 trillion per
year because of lack of trust from audiences. That
means trust must be a priority for PR strategies
in 2020. Trust me on this.

Content marketing has become a key part of PR
strategies. Public Relations, which has focussed on
how to positively affect a brand’s reputation, has
evolved into reputation management, growing,
guarding and protecting the brand's reputation.

2020! The year of social media - influencer
reckoning
The influencers “influence” will be truly exposed in
2020. Those who bought “likes” as if it was on a Black
Friday special and falsified engagements, will be
under a microscope. The fact is if influencers aren’t
creating a valid, measurable return for brands their
time is up.
Consumers are no longer buying into influencers who
rep brands that aren’t authentic or relevant to them.
Brands are getting smarter about verifying
influencers and tracking ROI and investing in the
right media mix as well. 2020 will continue to see the
favouring of micro-influencers over macroinfluencers #QualityOverQuantity
Social video will drive consumers in 2020
Video continues to be consumers’ favourite type of
content from brands on social media. In fact, video
ads were the number one way consumers discovered
a brand. This year, YouTube outranked Facebook as
the #1 platform that affects consumer behaviour.
Consumers consume video first and YouTube
understands this.

Well-tailored content helps keep this mission firmly
on track into a new decade. For your audience to
view you as an expert you will want to create content
that showcases your expertise – compelling content
that has a view on the latest trends and offers unique
insights.
As your audience sees your expertise in action, your
brand's reputation will grow.
This is why we will see the true marriage of Content
Marketing and Public Relations in 2020.
2020 promises to be a year that will push the
standard of Public Relations.
Follow Ima Peter @JHBPRGIRL

Tintswalo
Maluleke
Marketing Wonder Woman

CEO AND
FOUNDER
PM Marketing Solutions

"don’t ever expect
anyone to do anything for
you"
The startupAFRICA team managed to catch up with Marketing Guru, Tintswalo Maluleke, who decided
to ditch the corporate scene after realising that her talent lies in Talent Management and Marketing. With
a passion for inspiring the masses motivation and spiritual recourse, she has made it her goal to
showcase the talent of upcoming record artist (more especially gospel artists) who she believes can
takeover SA’s music scene by storm.

What is it that you do for a living and
what are you currently known for?
I am Tintswalo Maluleke, the CEO and
Founder of PM Marketing Solutions. I
am also a Motivational Speaker – known
as the Motivational Up Lifter and a
successful business woman.

What’s the most important lesson
your line of profession has taught
you?
To never underestimate the power,
talent and knowledge that God has
vested upon me.

Name two things that you appreciate
about the industry you work in…
The loving and overwhelming presence
of God and the Holy Spirit, also the
guidance that God has afforded me. I
took a shot in the dark by deciding to
venture into this career – it is rewarding
and challenging in equal measure.

And the challenges within this
profession/industry?
Discernment and the ability to make
good decisions in the Artist
Management role that I execute.

Three words that best describe you?
Talented, phenomenal, and
hardworking!
If you had to host three iconic people
for dinner, who has a seat at your table?
Cassper Nyovest, TD Jakes, and Ellen
Degeneres

Who in your profession do you look
up to?
I haven’t identified a person who
does everything that I’m doing.
I have really been that figure to
myself, if I must say so.

Social Media
Facebook – Tintswalo Maluleke
Instagram – @Tintsy_Belle
Twitter – @Tintsy_Belle
Linkedin – Tintswalo Maluleke

"Don't doubt yourself"
What do you wish you would have
accomplished (by now) in your life?
I'm still new in the game but one of the
greatest accomplishments is to create
employment for the youth – the journey
has been so phenomenal!
Finish this sentence: The career path
I chose to follow allows me to…
Be myself.
A word of advice for the South African
entrepreneur/business aspirant…
Support is vital when starting a business
– but don’t ever expect anyone to do
anything for you. You need to learn to
work smart and be self-sufficient.
Don’t ever doubt yourself, Rome was
not built in a day. Continue to dream,
execute as much as you dream – you will
get there.

MEET JHB’S DIGITAL
MARKETING EXTRAORDINAIRE

TEBOHO RASOAISI

"create a
good
network
of
people
around
you"
By Baradi Moletsane

I recently caught up with Teboho Rasoaisi – A
fierce and hard charged Digital Marketing
Specialist, whose call of duty is to assist small
businesses to grow their digital presence,
generate leads and increase sales online.
With a burning passion to revolutionise the
way in which brands do their business, Teboho
has made it his mission to educate the masses
about how his line of work can help bring them
one step closer to changing the business
game…

Name two things that you appreciate about
the industry you work in…
I appreciate the people who understand the
effectiveness of digital marketing, who are
constantly trying to push the envelope and
looking for innovative ways to get
the best results out of their digital efforts and
maximize ROI for clients.
Three words that best describe you?
Energised, engaged, analytical.
If you had to host three iconic people for
dinner, who has a seat at your table?
Elon Musk, Black Coffee and Malcolm
Gladwell.
WWW.STARTUPAFRICA.CO.ZA

What’s the most important lesson your line of
profession has taught you?
Data is essential and can help you make
smarter and more educated decisions for your
business. Any business with a website, a social
media presence, that accepts electronic
payments of some form, etc. has data about
their customers, user experience, web traffic,
customer purchase behaviour and more. All
that data is filled with potential if you can learn
to access it, draw insights and make informed
decisions to improve your business. Also, it has
taught me that patience is a virtue and
consistency is key. To be effective, solve
problems and add value – one has to exercise a
great deal of patience and
be consistent.

A word of advice for the South African
entrepreneur/business aspirant…
be patient, create a good network of people
around you and take it one day at a time – as
Will Smith once said: “You don’t try to build a
wall. You say ‘I’m going to lay this brick as
perfectly as a brick can be laid,’ and you do that
every single day, and soon you have a wall.”
Where on social media can we catch
you?
Twitter - @tebohorasoaisi
Facebook - Teboho Rasoaisi
Instagram: @tebohorasoaisi
LinkedIn: Teboho Rasoaisi

Who in your profession do you look up
to?
Neil Patel – He is an incredibly knowledgeable
and a practical digital marketer. He also has a
firm understanding of the digital landscape and
knows how to utilise digital effectively to grow
businesses.
What do you wish you would have
accomplished (by now) in your life?
I wish I had more time and capacity to assist
and educate more SMMEs that are unaware of
the effectiveness of digital marketing. I desire
to equip them with the knowledge and
guidance to use effective digital tactics in
order to attract customers online, increase
sales and help their business grow. SMMEs
are the key to job creation and also globally
known to be the mechanism to generate new
jobs in society. With high unemployment in
South Africa at the moment, SMMEs are
positioned to provide job opportunities and to
contribute significantly to the GDP.
Finish this sentence: The career path
I chose to follow allows me to…
create value by assisting small businesses grow
their online presence, generate quality leads
(potential customers) online and increase sales
for their business.

WWW.STARTUPAFRICA.CO.ZA

Refiloe Mapitso Thaisi
SHWESHWEKINI
ACTIVE
WEAR

SOTHO GIRL
DIARIES
REVOLUTIONALISING SWIMWEAR ONE
TREND AT A TIME
By Baradi Moletsane

Meet Refiloe Mapitso Thaisi, the owner of – Shweshwekini

Three words that best describe you?

Active Wear, a range of Shweshwe inspired swimwear and

Humbled, eclectic and tenacious

active wear for men and women, inspired by the Basotho
culture. Merging contemporary style with traditional

Name one thing you love about your line of work…

textiles, Shweshwekini is Thaisi’s most ambitious project

I love how Shweshwekini connects me to all the people I

to date. She hopes to continue weaving historic African

have looked up to my whole life. It allows me to do the

culture into elegant garments, and is currently focusing on

things that I thought I would single handedly do, like

the business side of her fashion enterprise.

guest speaking, travelling, and being on TV and radio. I

Can you share with me how your 2019 was – projects
completed, achievements, lessons etc.?
If I could give a theme to my 2019 experience, it would
be Change. I underwent many changes this year, from
moving from Cape Town to Johannesburg in February to
be closer to family and to push my business, to
completing my Masters research for my MPhil Human
Rights Law Degree and to finally leaving my job to
pursue my dream of building my own empire. Moving to
Joburg was always a goal for me and leaving my job to
pursue my dream was always in the pipeline. So, to have
challenged myself to take that plunge was incredible and
I’m super proud of myself. I have learnt that change is
good and the only change you’ll never know is the one
you have never answered “yes” to.

get to tap into those zones or elements once in a while
and it feels great.
What is Fashion (in your opinion)?
Fashion is an artform in which we express who we really
are. When viewed this way, fashion is timeless, relevant
and relatable.
Who was the last person you had a lengthy phone
conversation with?
A new friend I met while I was traveling this past week.
When you have 30 minutes of free-time, how do you
pass the time?
Sitting in silence and listening to calming music, I enjoy
moments of self-reflection too.

What’s the most important lesson your line of

Brief advice for young business aspirants who are

profession has taught you?

afraid to start their business…

Nothing moves without a sale and you must make those

Just start. I started my business in my res room

sales happen. Basically, I must show up every day,

(university accommodation) which was very small, while

whether it’s ensuring that my customer is happy, or

studying for a Masters full time and working full-time.

showing up for meetings, I know that everything I do is

The best time to start a business is today, do not sleep

at the service of the brand. So, I must show up, even if I

on yourself, you will learn as you go.

don’t feel like it.
Where on social media can we find you?
What excites you about being an entrepreneur?

Instagram: @sothogirldiaries and @shweshwekini

Knowing that I can co-create my life by just using my

Twitter: @mapitso_thaisi ; @shweshwekini

imagination. Oh, and and being my own BOSS!

Facebook: @SothoGirlDiaries ; @ShweShweKini

Which superpower do you wish you had?
Travelling back in time.
Your dream destination and why?
Maldives. Picture me in my Shweshwekini, in that skyblue water, sipping on some lavish cocktail. That’s an
Instagram moment I dream of living to see soon and it’s
probably going to happen…
The best advice you have received regarding your
career?
At the end of the day, you must do what you love, if you
are not, then stop and go figure it out. No one will
determine your destiny.
The worst?
Career advice? To stick to a job or an environment that
did not serve my peace, all because of security. I think
that is a bit flawed to expect people to go about feeling
unhappy instead of allowing them the freedom to
live, make mistakes, succeed or learn all because we are
afraid of what might happen.

isiahT ostipaM eolifeR

Shweshwekini Active Wear
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MARKETING MARVELS WIN
COVETED BEST CAMPAIGN AT
HOLLARD SPORT INDUSTRY
AWARDS
By Leigh Callipolitis

A campaign which saw the players of
the country’s 4 biggest Vodacom Super
Rugby franchises transformed into the
world’s 4 biggest Marvel superheroes
was not only a ground-breaking
collaboration and first of its kind
sporting campaign in South Africa, but
also the reason why its walked away
with one of the most prestigious
accolades in the South African sporting
industry.

The end of 2019 saw the very best
work behind the business of sport
awarded at the annual Hollard Sport
Industry
Awards,
held
in
Johannesburg, with Vodacom and their
marketing agency Openfield bagging
the coveted win for Best Campaign for
2019.
After an initial production error which
saw this award being erroneously
handed to the Wrong recipient

In a country as
passionate as South
Africa about rugby,
our players are often
superheroes to many,
both young and
old.

This injected a
new supercharged
energy into
rugby

Vodacom and Openfield have now
been acknowledged as the clear
winner in this category which,
according to the judging panel, saw
entries of an unprecedented calibre
this year. Vodacom and Openfield
were
also
awarded
Best
Sponsorship of an Event or
Competition
for
this
same
campaign.
These two Hollard Sport Industry
wins
recognise
the
passion,
creativity and sheer genius for this
campaign which saw the Vodacom
Bulls (Captain America), Cell C
Sharks (Black Panther), DHL
Stormers (Thor) and the Emirates
Lions (Spider-Man) transformed
into Marvel superheroes with
specially designed team jerseys.
This not only opened Super Rugby
to a much wider audience, but also
saw
substantial
spikes
in
merchandise sales, an increase in
television exposure of 115%, and
increased ticket sales across the
board.

Above all else, the fans loved it, as
did Vodacom’s customers. Besides
bespoke
rugby
events
being
arranged for customers, the first 2
000 customers to sign a Vodacom
Red contract were also guaranteed a
Marvel rugby jersey.
“As the sponsors of Super Rugby,
Vodacom’s partnership with Marvel
and SuperSport brought the world’s
favourite big-screen superheroes to
its customers, in an epic Vodacom
Super Rugby blockbuster,” says
Michelle Van Eyden, Executive
Head
of
Sponsorship
at Vodacom. “This injected a new
super-charged energy into rugby and
took the game to a whole new
audience.
Added to this marketing first was
Vodacom’s support of CHOC
(Childhood
Cancer
Foundation
South Africa) which allowed their
customers to get behind the “real”
heroes of

the campaign which resulted in R
1 million being raised and R 15
million worth of media value for
this charity which does such
phenomenal work supporting the
well-being of children and
teenagers diagnosed with cancer
or
life
threatening
blood
disorders and their families
around South Africa.
The
results
speak
for
themselves: 92 904 468 million
opportunities
to
see
this
campaign on social media, an
increase in PR value of R 22
million, a sold out 55 000 strong
crowd at the pre-season double
Superhero
Sunday
and
an
incredible 296% average increase
of entries for Vodacom’s Red
Reward events. Added to this, the
4 rugby unions involved in this
campaign sold on average 60%
more Marvel jerseys than the
Vodacom Super Rugby jerseys
sold in 2018.

Technology, longer working hours and a culture of
convenience pose various challenges to the well-being
of South African families. Nadia Mohamed, marketing
and commercial director at McCain discusses how
McCain’s 20 years of contribution into the South
African community has added to growing and thriving
families and how the simple act of regular nutritious
family mealtimes can strengthen bonds, encourage
positive growth and transform the destiny of future
generations.
A minority of children in the world today grow up in the
traditional household model made up of a husband, wife
and child under one roof. This is especially true in South
Africa where families are characterised by a multitude
of cultural norms and circumstances.
We live in a time when modern life is further separating
people from each other. Real-life interactions are being
replaced with digital media, which takes up increasing
amounts of their time and attention. Added to this is the
fact that consumers are opting for more convenient
foods at the expense of healthy meals.

Family meals make
all the difference
By Nadia Mohamed

There is no substitute for spending real time with family
around a meal, despite the multitude of new online
channels that have revolutionised how people
communicate in social and professional spheres. The
act of sitting around the table encourages a unique
space for healthy social development where
relationships are affirmed, new foods are explored, and
better, quality food choices are conditioned.
Even though in modern times families have changed,
their role remains the same. Family includes all friends
and special people we call family, and they still need
nourishment, encouragement and time-out, so that
each member of the family can thrive and soar.
McCain’s enduring vision of “Growing Together” has
been reflected on all levels over the years and is the
driving force behind McCain’s newly launched 45second television commercial. The unique production
juxtaposes various digital media terms like “feeds”,
“instant messages” and “voice notes” with images of
different types of families interacting with each other in
a genuine way, sharing good food around the table,
encouraging families to thrive and grow together.
This year, McCain celebrates 20 years in South Africa.
During its rich history of market leadership in the
country, not only has the company delivered a diverse
range of convenient, nutritious products that are frozen
at their freshest, it has also contributed to the wellbeing of society and the economy.

The South African business has matured into a complex
manufacturing, logistics and marketing operation, and
continues to expand while developing and transforming
the industry, to improve the participation of previously
disadvantage youth and women.
Over the years through its extensive sustainability
programmes, McCain has supported over 120 potato
farmers, ranging from 10 hectares (ha) to 600 ha and
currently has longstanding contracts with almost
100 vegetable farmers countrywide. Not only do these
initiatives ensure inputs into its own supply chain, but
also stimulates economic growth in the agriculture
sector, bringing down food prices and improving access
to nutritious meals to more people.
McCain is one of the biggest buyers of potatoes globally
and in South Africa, supporting both commercial and
emerging farmers across South Africa.
In 2014, McCain began investing in and developing the
Monhla Brothers, Elias and Isaac, who run Soekmekaar
Farms. The operation produces potato seed, sweet
potato and potatoes for processing.
Building up emerging farmers to this level has been a
challenging process. While most have access to land and
finance, many growers’ struggle with various key
components of the potato cultivation process, from the
soil preparation to planting and harvesting, all which
demand precise methodology, using the correct
equipment.

The Agisanang Potato Mechanisation Unit (APMU),
which is in the advanced stages of development, seeks
to support the development of emerging potato farmers
in South Africa, primarily through the provision of
reduced-cost potato tillage, planting, harvesting
machinery, training and ongoing mentoring.
Through its various programmes, McCain is able to
ensure sustainability and quality of supply into the longterm for its direct consumers, as well as through quick
service restaurants—it is the exclusive frozen fries’
supplier for brands such as McDonald’s, KFC and
Burger King.
In September 2019, McCain opened the application
window for its world-class 2020 Graduate-Trainee
Programme for various professions, including
agriculture, mechanical (and industrial) engineering,
food science, information systems and technology,
consumer science, sales and marketing.
This will be further augmented by a South African
iteration of the global Women@McCain diversity and
inclusion strategy, which was launched in the UK in
2018. The campaign, locally named “Dare to Lead #leadHERship@McCain” will focus on empowering and
growing women at all levels, promoting self-confidence,
building leadership skills, engaging growth in
relationships and opportunities at work.
With a deep appreciation that family extends beyond
the home, McCain has solidified its market leading
position through the four sustainability pillars of
resource efficient operations, smart and sustainable
farming, rural development and good quality products
with family at the core.
The company has constantly strived to improve and
enhance the well-being of individuals, families and
communities along the entire supply chain from farm
to fork.
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Marketing
dos
and
donts for
the
business
owner
By Mbali Sibiya

Successful marketing is just as much
about following the right processes as it is
about creative (and effective)
outputs. You can’t expect magic to happen
without applying some method.
This is where many businesses that are
new to marketing fail. They are not disciplined
about how they manage their
marketing implementations. Marketing
Consultant and Founder of Firejuice,
Bernard Jansen provides a shortlist with
pointers based on their experience
working with entrepreneurs over the last
year:

As the business owner, if you are

Limit the number of outside

too busy to provide quick feedback

suppliers you work with since it

on marketing activities, make sure

becomes increasingly difficult to

you assign a project manager to

manage them and build a cohesive,

drive the process for you and act as

focused brand.

your central point of contact to

Report on marketing project

liaise with outside agencies and
avoid delays.

progress on a weekly basis and

Always make sure your

monthly basis to allow for quick

requirements are in writing.

changes.

track marketing results on a

Marketing is “fluffy” enough as it is,
and it is crucial to ensure all

Know what you want and don't let

requirements are clearly stipulated

your suppliers dictate terms. Make

for all to see.

it a joint effort and ensure
everyone works towards the same

Understand the scope

goals.

of work for any project and ensure
that everyone understands what is

Understand where you are as a

included and excluded from a

company before you bring in an

creative project to ensure costs

outsourced marketing department.

and timings are adhered

First, try to do stuff internally

to.

before you go outside. Marketing is
ultimately a business function like

Allow for enough time

any other and should ideally be

to do proper work, work that

housed inside the business.

requires creativity can’t be rushed.

When deciding to use an outside

Always start with a plan: Create a

agency, pay careful attention to

plan with SMART objectives and

their advice - they, after all,

make sure the plan is followed

professionals, but don’t be afraid to

and closely tracked. This will avoid

challenge and insist on clear

delays and last-minute changes.

explanations that you understand.

Keep communication
free-flowing and consider using a

To conclude, what we learnt this year is that the devil indeed lies

cloud-based tool to ensure

in the detail. It is all well and good to have ambitious marketing

everyone has line of sight of a

plans, but without careful management and measurement, it

project and can keep track of

will almost certainly disappoint. Pay close attention to how you

communication.

do marketing - not just what activities you do and how much you
spend. Give yourself the best chance to see
the results!

TOP 3 STRATEGIES
FOR GROWING
BUSINESSES BIGGER,
FASTER IN 2020!
Markets are changing daily and wreaking
havoc on large, fairly traditional businesses,
and this is not going to change anytime
soon. Businesses need to adapt or die and
for corporate South Africa, that could seem
daunting. Jacqueline Raw, Owner and
Founder of marketing consultancy, Ycagel
says, “Staying relevant is the name of the
game in 2020 and this is going to be the
difference maker to businesses that thrive
versus business that just survive. It’s no
longer good enough to simply ‘do’ social
media, invest in some obscure brand CI or
remain in the dark ages around lead
generation – 2020 is going to be a catalyst
for businesses that are taking the Fourth
Industrial

Revolution

seriously

and

leveraging against every ounce of its
potential.”
Jacqui gives three fundamental strategies
businesses need to win at in 2020 in order
to pull ahead of the pack and become best
of breed from a consumer perspective
(whether B2B or B2C by the way).

1. Brand Awareness: With the potential reach that new

2. Social Engagement: We cannot stress this enough. A

technologies offer, having no share of voice in your market

post a day does not make a social strategy! Businesses

through positive brand positioning is simply unacceptable.

that ‘do’ social in this way (as a box ticking exercise) are

Your target audience is not unaware of the power

soon going to realise that this is not how social is

technology holds to reach them, so if your brand is not one

designed to be used. There are billions of pieces of

they are familiar with, make no mistake, they know it’s

social media content going out every single day. The

through lack of trying.

sheer volume of content is mind numbing – and it does
numb your market in a real way.

The reality is that if you fail to invest in brand awareness,
you are going to keep

Stopping the scroll has long been the objective of social

paying top dollar for each sale you make. If you have no

media strategists and their key strategy has been to create

brand equity to leverage when talking to potential

engaging,

customers or when you’re advertising; you will have to

audiences! Now, multiply this by the 1000’s of solid social

spend a longer time talking through your product, more

media strategists out there and you start to see my point.

money trying to reach customers through advertising and

Creating great content is not an option to good social

more money communicating your product’s USP’s. This is a

media, it is now the fundamental requirement to be in the

quantifiable brand truth and not some marketing

game. In order to leverage the power of social media,

positioning for more budget. No brand – no leverage – it’s

business can no longer just do social, they have to get

that simple.

social.

The alternative is that potential clients have already heard

Spending time engaging with your target audiences,

about your brand in some way and are curious to know

addressing their concerns, getting involved in their

more (or aware of your brand at the very least) by the time

conversations is the new black. Dedicated community

you start the sales conversation. The cost of sale is the

managers that form relationships with your would-be

biggest beneficiary of brand awareness and so the greatest

customers and add value to their lives daily through

indicator of ROI.

content sharing and value adds the only way forward for

scroll-stopping

pace-setting organisations.

content

to

delight

their

3. Lead Generation: This is probably my
biggest

passion

when

it

comes

to

supporting client growth. Lead generation,
when done well, can explode business
growth

exponentially.

integration,

It’s

automation

all
and

about
micro-

targeting. Get these three fundamentals
right and your lead generation will take
wings.
Be clear on your micro-segments, distil
their journey through your lead generation
process and minutely as possible and create
automation strategies to engage with them
throughout

the

pipeline.

You

cannot

position a product set to a wide audience
anymore, it’s wasteful and expensive.
Businesses have got to become the best at
putting very specific products or services in
front of very specific personas within their
target segment at the right moment of
truth.
“Get these three strategies right in 2020
and you’ll never look back,” Jacqui
concludes.

Whether bitter or sweet, our first
experiences are powerful. They
become the yardstick against
which we measure all our life
moments - the first kiss, our first
day at school, a baby’s first smile
and that first broken heart.
Experiential marketing connects
with customers to create an
exciting “first” experience that
invites and encourages them to
participate in the growth of
a brand or a brand experience.
Using Virtual Reality (VR),
Augmented Reality (AR) and
Gamification in your experiential
marketing, you can create a multisensory experience that not only
places the customer in your brand
story but invites them to stay
there for a long time to come.
The technological revolution has
injected new life into the old.
Experiential marketing has been
around in different forms for years
but was revolutionised through
the development of

technology used for VR, AR and
Gamification. When it first came
onto the scene, the cost
utweighed the benefit - especially
in South Africa. Thanks to a
reduction in the cost of hardware
and software over time, and an
increase in local technical skills
and innovation, SA is now more
than
capable
of
providing
customer experiences that create
ultimate love for brands.
Think, for example, of buying your
first car and the emotions and
memories that accompanied it.
Perhaps you had daydreamt about
the exact details of the interior
since you were a teenager. Or
maybe the thought that you were
the first in your family to own a car
made it even more memorable.
Recently Volkswagen partnered
with New Reality to create a
“demo”
experience
their
customers
won’t
forget.
Prospective buyers could check
out and test-drive the new Polo

VR / AR /
Gamification –
Placing your
customer inside
your brand
story with
experiential
marketing

SUV (the T-Cross) for months
before it could be physically testdriven in SA.

touchpoints, in some ways it tells
the customer how to feel and
keeps them passive.

Customers played with different
interiors and features and they
could even order their vehicle - all
using VR. It has been proven that
using technology in this way in the
buyer’s process attracts buyers,
lengthens
their
time
at
dealerships, and even forms a
stronger emotional attachment to
a car that they co-created.

Creating moments of immersion
builds experiences that what will
leave the customer changed and
elicits an emotion that money
can’t buy. Coupled with clever
activations,
the
technology
available to us can stimulate every
one of the senses: sight, smell,
touch, hearing and taste.

But it’s not enough to create a
one-off gimmick. VR, AR and
Gamification are most effective
when it takes the customer on a
journey through a buying
experience they never expected.
It’s when brands find a way to
become a part of the customer’s
life moments like first cars, having
a baby and going to university –
that ”brand love” is born.
While traditional advertising does
an excellent job at providing
awareness at its different

And depending on the mode of
immersion used, the experiences
can be directed at 100 or 100 000.
We’ve curated four examples of
experiences
created
using
technology or a combination of
technology and tactile, to give you
ideas to use in your industry this
festive season to capture the
attention, or rather the adoration,
of customers:
Martin Garrix puts on a music
show for the deaf
community – Tactile
audio systems and Projectors

In 2016, Dutch DJ Martin Garrix
partnered with 7 Up to host an
extrasensory concert for the deaf
community. The resulting “Music
Lifts You Up” video premiered
during Ultra Fest in Miami and
received viral media coverage.
Together
with
immersive
experience artists, Fake Love, they
incorporated motion, vibration
and stunning visuals to help the
concert-goers ‘feel’ and ‘see’ the
music. With walls of speakers,
LEDs boxes of water that moved
with the music, platforms to stand
on that vibrated to the beat, and
even
a
special
backpack
that vibrated the sound right
through their chests, his
guests were euphorically happy.
What did 7 Up get out of it? A
phenomenal amount of brand
capital, but a moving comment
from one of the attendees says it
all, “It was the best night of my
life.”

Samsung and NASA Moon Walk – VR and
4D
The exhibit, titled "A Moon for All
Mankind," opened to the New York public
in July 2018 through to July 2019, — in
honour of the big 50th-anniversary
celebration of the moon landing in 1969.
An extensive support rig and flight suit
supported participants, while attached to a
load-bearing system like the Active
Response Gravity Offload System used at
the Johnson Space Center in Houston to
train real astronauts. Wearing a helmet
with Samsung’s Gear VR goggles, users
went on a mission
to explore the moon surface and plant a
flag.
The experience combined tech, awe and an
emotionally charged moment in history
to create an unforgettable experience for
those who tried it and plenty of the
right coverage.

The 7 Up gig taught us that the experience doesn’t need to have
anything to do with your actual product. Communicating the
personality or character of your brand can be enough to create
magic.
“The Glenlivet Code” tests
the palates of whisky connoisseurs – Gamification
and AR
AR-enabled product packaging can double as a brand’s owned media
channel speaking directly to their customer. In 2018, would-be
whisky connoisseurs jumped at the Glenlivet augmented reality
whisky-tasting experience in partnership with Shazam.
When customers opened the app, master distiller Alan Winchester
came to life, challenging users to mini-games to identify and isolate
ingredients by selecting the four aromas for the nose and flavours of
the whisky. He also engaged and immersed them in the mysterious
back-story behind Glenlivet’s distinctive taste. Tasters were given a
score which they could share to social media.
Because of the extra value offered to customers post-purchase, they
upped the brand loyalty and reached a completely new demographic
to boot.

Merrell Trailscape Experience – VR
and Motion capture and Tactile elements
Merrell created a VR experience called
Trailscape to launch its newest hiking boot,
the Capra. Participants could walk
(carefully) along a stage set that simulated
a mountainous trail, mapped to the virtual
experience to create a new level of
immersion. Tactile elements such as rope
walkways and shaking wooden planks,
while motion capture allowed adventurers
to explore the mountainside. Merrell
created this powerfully immersive
experience at the Sundance Film Festival.
Keletso Nkabiti, the Brand Strategist at
Idea Hive specialist digital brand
storytellers, says, “The brands that inspire
us, tell stories we can relate to. The brands
we love and remember, tell stories that
cast us as the main character. Using
technology, we can create extraordinary
experiences and bring customers on board
as co-creators. It’s an exciting time
to be a digital marketing agency.”
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Leveraging
on-site
success, UStudio
appoints
Theo
Spencer as
its new
Business
Director
By Reabetswe Madumo
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U-Studio, the on-site internal agency of
Unilever South Africa and a branch of Oliver
South Africa, appoints industry veteran Theo
Spencer as Business Director.

These
expectations
match
Spencer’s
strengths and he’s eager to lead the agency’s
dynamic talent: “I have always built longstanding relationships with clients and
colleagues. The team at U-Studio have done a
fantastic job scaling up the digital agency and
have a great understanding of
the business of Unilever.”

U-Studio, the dynamic on-site agency for
Unilever South Africa, has welcomed its new
Business Director, Theo Spencer. Spencer
brings more than a decade of experience
working with top local and global brands.
Unilever’s Category Manager for Personal
Care Brands, Ashveer Mabeer, said he is very
excited about the appointment: “Theo was
brought in to engage with senior leadership
within Unilever and build relationships on a
high level. His role is to develop an
understanding of the vision and direction
each senior manager has for their brand. He
will then articulate that vision to U-Studio.”

U-Studio is the result of a collaboration
between Unilever and Oliver South Africa,
which has been forging a more dynamic and
immersive approach towards branding and
marketing disciplines. Established in 2017,
U-Studio is an on-site agency that operates
on the customer’s premises. On-site agencies
blend the advantages of an internal agency agility, communication and execution
improvements - with the strengths of
external
agencies,
such
as
talent
management, costs and dynamism.
This approach is a winning formula for
Unilever, Mabeer said: “U-Studio fits in
perfectly with Unilever. They have excellent
interactions and deep understanding of what
each brand needs and therefore interpret the
brand better. They have become an
important part of the team. We are very
impressed with their creativity.”
U-Studio operates out of Unilever’s Durban
headquarters. Its successes have prompted
the expansion of the agency, leading to
Spencer’s appointment. He and his team will
be able to leverage the U-Studio network of
agencies that branch from Oliver across the
globe.
“Durban’s U-Studio is one of the most
fortunate studios in that it gets to cover a
massive amount of broad service deliveries,”
explained
Candice
Seige,
Executive
Operations Officer for Oliver. “They touch
every part of the business, from sales to the
creative side. And because U-Studio is
global, Theo can call one of the studios
anywhere in the world for help and vice
versa. It brings all the U-Studios around the
world closer together, whether you are
working on-site in Taiwan, Portugal or
Durban.”
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This dynamic is yet another strength of the
on-site agency model perfected by Oliver
South Africa - part of the Inside Ideas Group,
with access to an international skills pool and
resources of over 1500 staff across 36
countries.
The on-site model places an agency in the
same space as the customer. It opens the
doors to numerous engagement avenues.
Impromptu discussions, the inclusion of
agency staff in workshops and continuous
yet convenient customer involvement are
just some of the welcomed results. U-Studio
illustrates several of these, said Seige.
“Unilever identified with Oliver as a partner
to bring in four key points: cost saving,
creativity, agility and speed. Initially,
Unilever’s mandate for U-Studio was to be a
digital studio. However, in just under two
years we have grown and become allencompassing - not only working within
digital but with the broader marketing and
sales department too. The result is a deeper,
immersive relationship between agency and
client, resulting in a more connected
experience and faster turnaround times.”
Agile, integrated agency capabilities are
needed to meet the demand for high volumes
of dynamic content. These are seen as the
response to creating more personalised and
effective
engagements
with
modern
consumers, said Spencer:
“Today is all about the customer experience,
where consumers expect more from
businesses instantly. This has resulted in
businesses having to ensure they move
quickly to promote their products, services
and solutions in a way that resonates with its
customers.”
Whereas many other agency models have
only been able to address some of the
resulting needs, the on-site agency approach
as implemented by Oliver has proven to get
this balance right. Globally, in three years UStudio has already grown from a small
agency to being used by the vast majority of
Unilever’s brands. The South African
operation is part of this immense success,
Spencer concluded:
“One of the main reasons I was attracted to
the U-Studio is that it is a truly global agency,
one where I believe I will add value to a
leading world brand, Unilever. I was also
attracted by the fact that I could touch on
different aspects of the business.”
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